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Massive Admedia/Adverting iFrame Infection
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This past weekend we registered a spike in WordPress infections where hackers injected
encrypted code at the end of all legitimate .js files.

Encrypted admedia code (shortened version).

The distinguishing features of this malware are:
1. 32 hex digit comments at the beginning and end of the malicious code.
E.g. /*e8def60c62ec31519121bfdb43fa078f*/ This comment is unique on every
infected site. Most likely an MD5 hash based on the domain name.
2. The first comment is immediately followed by ;window[“\x64\x6f…. and a long array of
string constants in their hexadecimal representation.
3. It always ends with “.join(\”\”);”));“
The encrypted part mutates from site to site, but once decrypted it always looks like this:

Decoded admedia script

This malware only infects first time visitors, it sets thead-cookie cookie (er2vdr5gdc3ds)
that expires in 24 hours and injects an invisible iframe.

IFrame URL – Admedia / Adverting
The URL of the iFrames is the only changing part of the code.
hxxp://template.poln1uewt1aniwki[.]ws/admedia/?
id=8695834&keyword=85c86e3646fb1b15c0bc0647c257c029&ad_id=Twiue123
hxxp://js.polnue2wtani2wki[.]ws/admedia/?
id=8695834&keyword=396f3d9d490aed315d71b60ec1efda53&ad_id=Twiue123
hxxp://get.malenkiuniger[.]net/admedia/?
id=8695834&keyword=8580b2135c1fdc0c650156eb174b4985&ad_id=Twiue123
hxxp://track.findyourwaytotr[.]net/admedia/?
id=8695834&keyword=46731f99a65ceac12e0632d08e551ca5&ad_id=Twiue123
hxxp://img.oduvanchiksawa[.]biz/adverting/?
id=5345896&keyword=fd2f2243cd2046d674aeec495cd2e74b&uyijo=86tyh978
It’s easy to spot a pattern in these URLs:
Third level domains
Admedia or advertizing in the path part of the URLs (so we called this malware

“admedia iframe injection“)
The same structure of URL parameter, including ad_id which is always the same –
Twiue123.

Malicious Domains
The use of the third level domains is typical for “domain shadowing.” This involves adding
malicious subdomains on legitimate second level domains after gaining access to DNS
records. In this case we deal with a domain registered specifically for this attack.
WHOIS records show that they all had been registered by “Vasunya” at valera.valera-146 @
yandex.ru within the last two months:
poln1uewt1aniwki[.]ws – created on Dec 22, 2015
findyourwaytotr[.]net – created on Jan 8, 2016
oduvanchiksawa[.]biz – created on Feb 1, 2016
malenkiuniger[.]net – created on Feb 1, 2016
The last one was created Feb 1st, probably to work around blacklisting of the other domains.
Nonetheless, Google has already blacklisted it as
well: https://www.google.com/transparencyreport/safebrowsing/diagnostic/?
#url=malenkiuniger.org

Digital Ocean
It is worth mentioning that all the malicious domains and subdomains point to servers
to Digital Ocean’s network: 46.101.84.214, 178.62.37.217, 178.62.37.131, 178.62.90.65
It’s not common to see malware hosted there, so it’s not a surprise to see Google listing only
domains related to this attack as examples of known dangerous site on the AS202109
(DIGITALOCEAN-ASN-2) network.

Previous Version of the Malware
In the screenshot below you can see the gabosik12345[.]ws domain that I didn’t mention
above. This domain was registered by the same “Vasunya” on December 23, 2015. It was
used in the previous incarnation of this attack along with some other domains registered last
fall: trymyfinger[.]website, goroda235[.]pw, suchka46[.]pw, etc.

SafeBrowsing report for AS202109 (DIGITALOCEAN-ASN-2)

We still detect quite a few sites infected with the last fall’s malware variation:

SiteCheck reports malware in a .js file

It also injected similar JavaScript code at the bottom of.js files and also used the adcookie=”er2vdr5gdc3ds” cookie, but the iframe URLs were slightly different,
e.g. hxxp://static.suchka46[.]pw/?id=6947627&keyword=557334&ad_id=Xn5be4 .

Constant Reinfections
This malware uploads multiple backdoors into various locations on the webserver and
frequently updates the injected code. This is why many webmasters are experiencing
constant reinfections post-cleanup of their .js files.
The malware tries to infect all accessible .js files. This means that if you host several domains
on the same hosting account all of them will be infected via a concept known as cross-site
contamination. It’s not enough to clean just one site (e.g. the one you care about) or all but
one (e.g. you don’t care about a test or backup site) in such situations – an abandoned site
will be the source of the reinfection. In other words, you either need to isolate every sites or
clean/update/protect all of them at the same time!
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